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ACTION Checklist

q Help spread the word about
increasing border deaths...
more on page 3

q Order September’s Shadow,
LAWGEF’s new publication...
more on page 5

q Thank or scold representatives
for their Cuba votes...
more on page 8
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Colombia:
Last Chance to Halt Escalation

While many in Congress have spent the year focused on the
war in Iraq, the Bush Administration has worked below the
radar to engineer increased US military involvement in other

parts of the world.  Colombia is a prime example, receiving over half a
billion dollars—primarily in the form of military aid—this year, with another
massive package on the way for 2005.

The administration also took the unprecedented step of asking Congress
to nearly double the number of US troops and US-based private military
contractors allowed in Colombia.  While President Bush may have hoped
for quick approval for this expansion from a distracted Congress,
concerned individuals and groups around the country have once again
ensured that Colombia is one of the most hotly debated foreign policy
topics on Capitol Hill The work is not over yet: in the next few weeks, we
need your help to ensure that the administration’s troop increase is rejected
by Congress.

Grassroots Work Pays OffGrassroots Work Pays OffGrassroots Work Pays OffGrassroots Work Pays OffGrassroots Work Pays Off
The hard work of grassroots advocates throughout the summer helped

catalyze resistance to the expansion of US military presence in war-torn
Colombia.  Members of Congress responded to the call, with Representative
Gene Taylor (D-MS) offering an amendment to the 2005 Defense
Authorization bill that rejected the Bush Administration’s request and raised
the number of troops by a smaller amount.  The amendment won approval
in the House Armed Services Committee and went unchallenged when the
bill reached the House floor.  A similar amendment offered by Senator
Robert Byrd (D-WV) lost by a narrow margin in the Senate.

Advocates’ attention is now focused on the joint House-Senate
conference committee, which will reconcile the two versions of the bill
this fall.  If the Senate version prevails, US troop and contractor levels
will rise significantly, so grassroots lobbying efforts have focused on
convincing conference committee members to adopt the House language.
Advocates have the next few weeks to communicate with members of the
House and Senate Armed Services Committees and urge them to limit US
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continued on page 5

September’s Shadow:
Post-9/11 U.S.-Latin American Relations

The following is an excerpt from LAWGEF’s new publication
“September’s Shadow.” To order copies of this report, please see the
box and order form on page 5.

Directly after 9/11, there was an outpouring of sympathy for the
United States from Latin American governments, media and civil
society.  The General Assembly of the Organization of American

States (OAS) issued a statement that “individually and collectively, we
will deny terrorist groups the capacity to operate in this hemisphere.
This American family stands united.”1  The United States, usually seen as
a powerful and domineering force, was for once perceived as a victim
in need of solidarity.

Today, that sentiment has eroded, giving way to negative
perceptions of the decision to go to war in Iraq as well as long-standing
concerns over globalization.   The way in which the Bush Administration
has framed and implemented a “Global War on Terrorism” is not well-
received by most Latin American governments, with the notable
exception of Colombia.  Polls indicate that public opinion in the
hemisphere is sharply critical of U.S. policy.

Yet Latin American concerns over the war in Iraq and the Bush
Administration’s particular packaging of the “Global War on Terrorism”
do not imply a rejection or lack of cooperation on specific antiterrorism
measures.  Latin American governments cooperate actively with the
United States regarding practical steps to track, investigate and
prosecute terrorist activities.  Such cooperation has increased since 9/
11, according to the U.S. State Department.  Where Latin American
governments have perceived U.S. anti-terrorism requests to be related
to real concerns over international terrorism, they are generally
responsive.

DangerDangerDangerDangerDangerous Tous Tous Tous Tous Trrrrrendsendsendsendsends
The history of the impact of September 11th on U.S.-Latin American

relations is still being written.  But certain trends can be observed
which go beyond the frequent lament that Latin America fell off the U.S.
radar screen following 9/11.

First, 9/11 tapped into the tendency of the U.S. government to
perceive Latin America through one all-encompassing and distorting
lens.  Second, it provided a new rationale for the existing bureaucratic
trend of the United States to interact with Latin America on increasingly
military terms, contributing to growing primacy of military interaction
and aid above diplomatic relations or development assistance.  Third, it
affected human rights, both by reinforcing the Bush Administration’s
instinct to view human rights as of secondary importance, and by
eroding the United States’ moral authority to critique other
governments’ human rights practices.  Fourth, it deepened U.S.
involvement in Colombia’s internal conflict.  Finally, it relegated to the
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Many times, the key to effective lobbying is
getting your issue noticed.  The Border
Working Group (BWG), a coalition of 15

religious organizations that LAWG staff participates in,
decided to take that creed to heart, and designed a
campaign to bring attention to the plight of migrants
who cross the US-Mexico border in search of a better
life, and the extreme outcome that affects hundreds of
them each year – death.

The message on a bottle campaign highlights the
environmental
extremes of the
Arizona desert
in summer, and
its toll on human
life.  This year
has seen some
of the highest
death rates in
the deserts of
Arizona, not to
mention the rest
of the US
border with
Mexico.  On
average only
half of all
migrant deaths
in the region
take place in
Arizona.  The
eastern deserts
of California and some stretches of the Rio Grande
river in south Texas are equally efficient killers.

To bring more attention to the plight of these
migrants, the BWG purchased 1000 bottles of water,
removed the labels, and replaced them with labels of
our own (like the label at the center of this page). The
new labels point out that migrants crossing the desert
do not have the luxury of that same bottle of water that
the recipient holds in their hands. And because of that
fact, they died. The labels highlight the stories of four
different migrants who died this summer. They also let
the recipient know that they can change that reality by
supporting comprehensive immigration reform that
would allow migrants to enter the US safely and legally,

and mentions the SOLVE Act, a bill that would accomplish
that goal.  Despite President Bush’s call for immigration
reform in January of this year, there has been little to no
congressional action on advancing this cause.  The SOLVE
Act, introduced in the House and Senate as an alternative
to the Bush proposal, is the most comprehensive and
acceptable reform proposed to date. This campaign was
crafted in part to encourage more support for the SOLVE
act in the upcoming congressional session, and to express
dissatisfaction at the lack of congressional action on

immigration
reform.

In
Washington,
we handed out
bottles to
members of
the House
and Senate,
as well as
their staff, as
they were
walking to and
from the
Capitol and
their offices.
With this
tactic, we
were able to
get bottles
directly into
the hands of

MEXICO Message on a Bottle:
Bringing Migrant Deaths to Washington

at least 50 Members of Congress. We also gave bottles to
activists from around the country in Washington working to
support immigration reform.  Through these activists,
bottles were delivered directly to 100 House and Senate
offices. The campaign was mirrored by local grassroots
efforts across the country, in over a dozen US cities.

ACTION:ACTION:ACTION:ACTION:ACTION: Take part in the Message on a Bottle
Campaign. You can get the labels for the water bottles on
our website, as well as guidelines for how to print them
and distribute them in your city. They are available for
anyone who would like to help spread the message that
border deaths are an unacceptable consequence of our
nation’s immigration policies.

--SEAN GARCIA
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Strong grassroots pressure influenced representatives
to support the embargo-easing measures.

CUBA
Despite election-year politics, Congress passed a

series of amendments in September easing
restrictions on trade and travel to Cuba.

Congress adopted new Cuba policy language into the
Transportation-Treasury Appropriations bill – the source
of funds for enforcement of the embargo.  These
amendments are in large part a reaction to extremely
tight restrictions imposed by the administration in June.

On the Senate side, the original version of the bill
included language to de-fund enforcement of the full
travel ban. The House faced stiffer opposition, but
approved three amendments that, if signed into law,
would end harsh restrictions on trade and Cuban-
American and educational travel. Representatives also
voted on ending the entire embargo, though this
measure did not pass.

In the House, Congressman Jim Davis (D-FL)
proposed an amendment to ease restrictions on Cuban-
American travel. After a lively debate, the amendment
passed 225 to 174. This measure would overturn the
Bush Administration’s restrictions which limit Cuban
Americans to only one family visit in Cuba every three
years. Cuban-American constituents in Florida pressured
Mr. Davis to bring the issue up on the floor.

The House also approved an amendment by
Congresswoman Barbara Lee (D-CA) to allow for
educational travel to Cuba – a license category which
was essentially eliminated on June 30.  The measure
passed on a voice vote.  At the same time, fellow
California Representative Maxine Waters (D) proposed
an amendment that would allow Cuba to use credit for
agricultural sales – replacing the current cash-only
system. This would benefit both American farmers and
Cuba.  The amendment also passed on a voice vote.
Pro-embargo representatives allowed the amendments
to pass on voice vote because they expected they
would lose and didn’t want the numbers to be recorded!

An amendment to end funding for the entire
embargo was nevertheless defeated 188 to 225. This

Victories in Congress Despite
Poisoned Political Atmosphere

continued on page 8

vote is respectable, especially considering the political
climate.  With elections approaching, the White House
pressured moderate Republican representatives to get in
line with the pro-embargo stance of the administration.

But sponsor Charles Rangel (D-NY) spoke
passionately, driving his point home in the face of the
opposition. He concluded: “I do not know how many tens
of thousands of American lives were lost as a result of the
Communists in North Vietnam. When the trade agreement
came up, they said ‘Get over it.’ I would suggest to the
[supporters of the embargo that they have] to get over it!”

Before these amendments came to the floor,
Congressmen Jeff Flake (R-AZ) and Jim McGovern (D-MA)
had expected to present their amendment to end the
travel ban for the fifth consecutive year.  In years past,
Representatives Flake and McGovern, along with

Congressman Bill Delahunt (D-MA), passed this amendment
and another to eliminate limits on remittances.  This year,
their efforts to gain support for the Flake amendment
seemed to be moving in a positive direction before the
anticipated vote.  Strong grassroots pressure also
influenced representatives on Capitol Hill to support the
measure.

After much consideration, Congressmen Flake and
McGovern decided to withdraw their travel amendment.
Mr. Flake made a compelling floor statement at the time
he withdrew the amendment, explaining his reasoning.
“Unfortunately, the timing of this legislation this year does
not lend itself to a reasoned and thoughtful debate about
our policy toward Cuba. Our efforts in this area have
always been bipartisan in nature,” Mr. Flake said.  “But,
with elections so close and politics so raw, this debate
would not receive the thoughtful deliberation it deserves.
…Our efforts will resume as soon as the electoral smoke
clears.” You may read his full statement on our website at
www.lawg.org/countries/cuba/flake_withdraw.htm.

With elections approaching, moderate Republicans
would have been caught between their true beliefs on
Cuba policy and political pressure from the administration
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back seat issues of great importance to Latin American
governments such as immigration reform for Mexico
and a critique of globalization and its impact on
poverty, a primary concern for many governments and
popular sectors throughout the hemisphere.

The WThe WThe WThe WThe War Tar Tar Tar Tar Turns Globalurns Globalurns Globalurns Globalurns Global
Within two weeks of September 11th, the Bush

Administration was seeking to erase decades of human
rights legislation and to cast the U.S. response to 9/11
as broadly as possible.  The White House sent a bill to
Congress that would have lifted all restrictions on
military aid and arms transfers on any country for the
next five years where necessary to help fight terrorism.

Congress, however, responding to concerns raised
by human rights and religious groups as well as
members’ desire to maintain congressional oversight,
scaled back this provision drastically to remove only
the sanctions on Pakistan.   In Latin America, the lifting
of sanctions could potentially have affected Guatemala
and Colombia.  Guatemala had a ban on military aid in
place since 1990, while Colombia had a certification
process for human rights compliance attached to its
military aid.

The White House accomplished more of its agenda
in legislation funding the “Global War on Terrorism”
through the FY2002 emergency supplemental spending
bill.

Again, the Bush Administration attempted to win

blanket exemptions from human rights and other
restrictions for such spending, liberally sprinkling the
phrases “notwithstanding any other provision of law” and
“on such terms and conditions as the Secretary of
Defense may permit” throughout the massive spending
bill.

 --LISA HAUGAARD

To read more, order a copy of the report below...

continued from page 2

September’s Shadow

Blurring the Line: TBlurring the Line: TBlurring the Line: TBlurring the Line: TBlurring the Line: Trrrrrends in U.S. Military andends in U.S. Military andends in U.S. Military andends in U.S. Military andends in U.S. Military and
TTTTTraining Prraining Prraining Prraining Prraining Programs in Latin Americaograms in Latin Americaograms in Latin Americaograms in Latin Americaograms in Latin America
Our latest analysis of military training and aid trends
shows that:  the number of Latin American troops
trained by the United States jumped 52% in one year
and U.S. training increasingly blurs the line between
military and civilian roles.  This short, graph-filled
publication gives you a snapshot of U.S. military
programs in the hemisphere.

September’September’September’September’September’s Shadows Shadows Shadows Shadows Shadow     examines how the U.S.
response to 9/11 has affected U.S.-Latin American
relations.  Using polls, op-eds, aid trends, and case
studies of Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, Bolivia and
Cuba, the report details the fallout of the Bush
Administration’s foreign policy as well as Latin
American governments’ cooperation on practical
counterterrorism measures.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
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COLOMBIA The Authoritarian Spell

During Colombia’s national human rights day cele-
bration, Colombian human rights organiz-
ations unveiled a second critical look at President

Alvaro Uribe’s administration. Their first book, “The
Authoritarian Spell,” while no more critical than thousands
of books produced by Latin American and US scholars and
activists, resulted in President Uribe calling human rights
defenders, “defenders of terrorism.” These remarks, before
the country’s military leadership and broadcast on primetime
television, put human rights activists in danger.

The human rights groups did not back down. This year’s
edition, indeed, was entitled, “The Spell Continues.” The
human rights groups asked the Latin America Working Group
Education Fund and the Washington Office on Latin America

(WOLA) to attend the book launchings, which were held in a
number of cities throughout the country.

LAWGEF’s Lisa Haugaard spoke at the Bogota
celebration of Human Rights Day, held at the national
convention center, and at the book launching in Medellin.
She spoke about the relation between human rights,
democratic debate, and security, taking the case of the
United States as a useful parable for Colombia. In Colombia,
those who critique the government’s human rights practices
and curtailment of civil rights are often attacked for making
Colombians less secure.

“With the terrible shock of 9/11, the first reaction of
our Congress, our media and the public in general was to
shut down, rather than to open up debate about our
response. This was an understandable, human reaction,
but we paid a tremendous cost for this reaction.  At this
moment, the Bush Administration began to sell us on the
notion of one single, unified global war against terrorism.
Of course, we should condemn terrorist actions from
whatever quarter. But this exaggerated and over-simplified
rhetoric covered a range of conflicts that had nothing to
do with the real danger that faced us, which came from al
Qaeda. The administration used this rhetoric to increase
military aid to a variety of countries without debate or
discussion about the complexities of each case. And the
administration began, we now know, immediately after 9/
11, to plan actions against Iraq.

This enormous focus on Iraq has cost us over 160
billion dollars so far, which we will have to pay eventually
through cuts in social programs. And it has cost us the
lives of over 1,000 soldiers. It has also made us lose focus
on investigating the real threats against us, namely al
Qaeda, and on rebuilding Afghanistan, which was both our
moral obligation and an important factor for security.

That’s why I say that with more debate, we would be
more safe today. Three years after the tragedy, we are
immersed in human rights problems of our own making.
The image for this is Abu Ghraib—the photos of our soldiers
committing horrendous abuses against Iraqi detainees. But
the abuses aren’t limited to Abu Ghraib.”

Haugaard went on to describe the actions by high-

level administration officials that authorized abusive
techniques of interrogation and determined that fighters in
Afghanistan and detainees at Guantanamo were not covered
by the Geneva Convention, thus opening the way to abuses.

“In one very important sense, we are much less secure
today than we were right after 9/11. The abuses of Iraqi
prisoners, the action of invading Iraq without justification,
have earned us more enemies, which is exactly the opposite
of what we, as US citizens, need to make us safe. The
Bush Administration’s lack of respect for international laws
and norms has had a high cost in terms of our loss of
support from the international community. And international
support also protects us. So this lack of respect for
international law has lessened, not increased, our security.”

Kimberly Stanton of WOLA attended the book launching
in Saravena, Arauca. Arauca is the oil-rich province where
the United States has centered its counterinsurgency efforts
to protect the oil pipeline. The intrepid human rights activists
found the area set aside for the book launching surrounded
by intimidating, combat-ready soldiers. The local army
commander ordered a local radio station not to broadcast
the human rights day event, on the grounds that it constituted
an attack against democracy.

The well-attended book launchings all over the country
showed a strong desire by some Colombians to examine
and debate the choices regarding human rights, social
development and civil liberties that Colombia faces.

This lack of respect for international law has lessened, not increased, our security.
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military presence in Colombia; see box accompanying this
article to find out how you can help with this important
effort!

The hard work of constituents around the country
helped convince 35 members of the US House to sign a
letter organized by Representatives Sam Farr (D-CA) and
Gene Taylor (D-MS) on limiting US troop presence in
Colombia. The letter was directed to the members of
the joint House/Senate conference committee for the
2005 Defense Authorization Bill. This committee will
debate whether or not to authorize the increase in US
troops and US-based private military contractors in
Colombia. The letter puts important pressure on the
members of the conference to accept the House
version.

The following members of Congress signed the
Farr-Taylor troop cap letter: Reps. Farr, Taylor,
Stenholm, Abercrombie, Baldwin, Honda, Schakowsky,
Grijalva, Rush, McGovern, Lantos, McDermott,
Langevin, Evans, Ryan, Capps, Wexler, Serrano, Sabo,
DeLauro, Tubbs Jones, Linda Sanchez, Larsen, Filner,
Lipinski, Gutierrez, Susan Davis, Oberstar, Sanders,
Stark, Price, Loretta Sanchez, Solis, Dicks, Waxman.

If your representative signed the letter, please drop
his or her office a line or an e-mail to say thank you!  To
find the office phone number or e-mail, see http://
www.house.gov.  If you don’t know who your
representative is, see http://www.house.gov/writerep.

Meanwhile, LAWG staff have been working to
finalize a petition that will be sent to President Bush and
Senator John Kerry on October 15th.  The petition calls
on the candidates to rethink US policy toward Colombia
and to support a new policy that promotes human
rights, peace, and justice while protecting those in
Colombia working for these goals.  Thousands of
individuals around the country have signed on.

Union Leader KillingsUnion Leader KillingsUnion Leader KillingsUnion Leader KillingsUnion Leader Killings
The importance of legislative efforts to cut US

military aid to Colombia, and of solidarity efforts
supporting Colombian civilians working for peace and
justice, became all the more evident following a tragic
event last month.  On August 5th, three Colombian union
leaders—Jorge Prieto, Leonel Goyeneche, and Hector
Alirio Martinez—were allegedly shot point-blank by
members of the US-trained 18th Brigade of the
Colombian army.  The brigade’s commander claimed

that the three were Marxist guerillas and were killed
during a shootout with the army.  Colombia’s Vice
President— who originally supported the commander’s
story— and Deputy Attorney General have since
acknowledged that there was no gun battle, and the
Attorney General’s office has issued an arrest warrant for
three members of the 18th brigade, who are charged with
homicide.

The 18th Brigade receives training from the US
Special Forces in counterinsurgency tactics to protect an
oil pipeline owned by Los Angeles-based Occidental
Petroleum from rebel attacks.  This killing has once again
raised serious questions about US support for Colombia’s
military. 

--ELANOR STARMER

Halting Colombia Escalation
continued from page 1

We need your help to keep US troop presence inWe need your help to keep US troop presence inWe need your help to keep US troop presence inWe need your help to keep US troop presence inWe need your help to keep US troop presence in
Colombia limited. Colombia limited. Colombia limited. Colombia limited. Colombia limited.  If your senator or representative
is on the Senate or House Armed Services
Committee—and especially if you live in Virginia or
Michigan—we need your help!  Some members of
the House and Senate Armed Services committees,
led by Senators Warner (R-VA) and Levin (D-MI) will
be meeting in the next few weeks to reconcile the
two versions of the 2005 defense authorization bill.
They’ll decide during this time how many US troops
and private US military contractors will be allowed
on Colombian soil next year.  It’s up to us to convince
them to accept the lower House version. We
especially need Senator Levin to take a strong
stance against doubling the troop cap!

Help us by calling your member of Congress in the
next two weeks with the following message: Put thePut thePut thePut thePut the
brakes on US military involvement in Colombia bybrakes on US military involvement in Colombia bybrakes on US military involvement in Colombia bybrakes on US military involvement in Colombia bybrakes on US military involvement in Colombia by
accepting the House version of the Colombia troopaccepting the House version of the Colombia troopaccepting the House version of the Colombia troopaccepting the House version of the Colombia troopaccepting the House version of the Colombia troop
cap in the final version of the 2005 Defensecap in the final version of the 2005 Defensecap in the final version of the 2005 Defensecap in the final version of the 2005 Defensecap in the final version of the 2005 Defense
Authorization Bill.  Authorization Bill.  Authorization Bill.  Authorization Bill.  Authorization Bill.  You can find out if your member
of Congress is on the Armed Services Committee
and get his or her phone number by going to
armedservices.house.gov/about/members.html and
armed-services.senate.gov/members.htm (no www).
Also, see our website, www.lawg.org, for more
information on this important action.

Take ACTION!
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Cuba Policy Victories

Please look over the vote tally for the Davis
amendment: http://clerk.house.gov/evs/2004/
roll460.xml and thank or admonish your
representative. If they voted the right way, they
need to hear praise; and if they voted the wrong
way, they need to hear your thoughts. For phone or
fax numbers, see www.house.gov.

Take ACTION!
continued from page 5

and Republican leadership. Our allies in the House were
concerned that they could not count on their usual levels
of support for the Flake/McGovern travel amendment.

Though they thought they had enough votes for a
victory, they worried that the House leadership might
“twist arms” of Republican supporters until enough votes
were changed. The withdrawal the amendment is
certainly disappointing, but the bipartisan coalition
favoring an end to the travel ban is intact, and
Republicans were not forced to go on record with a
negative vote.

The victories on the Davis, Waters and Lee
amendments show that even in an election year support
has not waned for easing the embargo on Cuba.  As has
happened in past years, however, these measures could
be removed from the bill before reaching the President’s
desk. The Republican leadership uses secretive and
undemocratic maneuvering to strip these amendments

from bills in conference committee, where differences
between the House and Senate versions of a bill are
reconciled.  For suggested actions to prevent this from
happening to this year’s amendment see the action box
above.

--JENNIFER TROWBRIDGE


